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Conservative politicianNicolas Sarkozy haswon the French Presidential election. Hemanaged
to convince 53% of the population that he represents change and this message has dutifully been
repeated in the media over here. Yet he is basically the chosen successor to the incumbent party
so, surely, it makes far more sense to say the French were looking for “more of the same” rather
than the Royal victory would have been the mandate for “change.”

Failing to note that he had been a politician for 20 years, he played the right-wing populist
card of portraying himself as an outsider and attacking politicians (and trade unions, immigrants
and other usual suspects) for stealing the wealth of hard working French people. That this was
reported seriously shows the “objectivity” of the media and the fact some people bought it shows
the gullibility of many on the right. What can you expect, when you have a worldview based on
authority-worship?

What was significant in the reporting was how a 3%majority was turned into a strongmandate
for his agenda rather than what it was, a relatively small majority which showed that a sizeable
section of the French people reject it. It is doubtful that a Royal victory of 3% would have been
reported in quite the same way. But, then, Bush’s 2004 “victory” of 1% was dutifully reported as
a landslide for conservatism.

So what to make of this demand for “change”? MEDEF, the French bosses association, was
solidly behind Sarkozy. This is unsurprising, as he promised to “reform” the tax on large fortunes
and give tax breaks to big business and the rich while making more cuts in the state-run national
health system. In other words, to help the already-privileged classes retain and extend their
socio-economic position.

“Reform” used to be associated with making things better. These days it is usually an “eco-
nomically correct” code word for imposing a neo-liberal agenda (i.e., “freeing” the labour market,
weakening union power and state regulation of business, and reducing taxes). The assumption
is that worsening the situation for the bulk of a population by making workers cheaper will lead
to greater competitiveness, higher profits and, therefore, more jobs. A clear case of making the
economy (profits) better at the expense of people. The sad thing is that this programme is based
economics which are at deeply flawed and which have little or no bearing to reality. At best,
it is impartial and incomplete, at worse it has been debunked for decades and reflects a fantasy



world of whatever unreal assumptions are required to make the theory come to the conclusion
the economist seeks.

So the only group that needs Sarkozy’s “reform” of the French economy is its very rich. Do the
French people really want to become like the UK and USA? Countries where the bosses are in
the saddle and workers do what they are told? Sure, the French bosses would love such a regime
but they do not make up 53% of the population. Part of the problem is that many people accept
the image of France as one inflicted with economic stagnation, a new “sick man” of Europe.

The source of the “decline” of France is usually linked to lower GDP growth over the past
few years compared to countries like Britain and the USA (both of which are constantly touted
as models for France to follow). Yet this perspective fails to take into account internal income
distribution. Both the USA and UK are marked by large (and increasing) inequality. This means
that GDP growth is not equally distributed. In America, for example, most of GDP growth has
been captured by the top 5% of the population while median wages have been flat for decades.
Ignoring the elite would mean that GDP growth would be roughly similar in both countries,
at least for the bulk of the population. This means that while France may grow more slowly, it
benefits more than just the ruling class. Then there are such factors as poverty and social mobility.
Child poverty is around 7% in France, but at 16% in Britain (double the rate for 1979) and at 20%
in the USA. While poverty has risen, social mobility has fallen in the US and UK since the 1980s
neo-liberal revolutions.

Moreover, comparing France’s income or GDP per person to the U.S. fails to take into account
the fact that French people work far less than Americans. So while France may lag America
($30,693 to $43,144), it cannot be said that working class people are automatically worse off. Less
hours at work and longer holidays may impact on GDP but only an idiot would say that this
means the economy is worse. Economists cannot say that one person is worse off than another
if she has less income simply due to working fewer hours. So GDP per capita may be higher in
the US, but only because American workers work more hours and not because they are more
productive. Like other Europeans, the French have decided to work less and enjoy it more. So it
is important to remember that GDP is not synonymous with well-being.

A far better indicator of economic welfare is, in fact, productivity. It is understandable that
this is not used as a measure as it is as high, or higher, in France as it is in the US (and much
higher than in the UK). And it should be remembered that rising productivity in the US has not
been reflecting in rising wages over the last three decades. The gains of productivity, like those in
growth, have been accumulated by the boss class and not by the hard working American people
(whose working week has steadily increased during that period). France also has created more
private sector jobs (+10% between 1996 and 2002, according to the OECD) than the UK (+6%) or
the US (+5%). Ironically, the UK economy has barely created any net employment in the private
sector in the past five years but unemployment has dropped due to increased public spending
which has seen a large rise in public sector jobs.

What about the notoriously high unemployment? This is based onmeasuring techniques more
than anything else. The standard measure of unemployment divides the unemployed by the
unemployed plus employed. By this measure, French males age 15–24 have an unemployment
rate of 20.8%, as compared to 11.8% in America. Yet this difference is mainly because, in France,
there are manymore youngmales not in the labour force (more are in school and fewer work part
time while studying). As those who are not in the labour market are not counted in the standard
measure, this gives an inflated value for youth unemployment. A far better comparison would be
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to compare the number of unemployed divided by the population of those in the same age group.
This results in the USA having a rate of 8.3% and France 8.6%. As for general unemployment,
the role of the EU central bank maintaining high interest rates over fears of inflation is far more
likely to be the culprit than worker militancy, state regulations or the welfare state.

So the whole “France/Europe is in a state of decline” narrative is better understood as a cor-
porate media’s clever ploy to push it into the hands of the self-destructing neo-liberalism that is
slowly taking its toll on Britain and America rather than a serious analysis of the real situation
there. Perhaps the French economy comes in for such consistent bashing precisely because it
shows that overall good standards of living are possible without the rich getting richer and the
workers being turned into serfs. By showing that there is more to life than work and by refuting
one of the key justifications for unbridled capitalism and class war the rich are carrying out –
and winning – in the UK and USA, France (and Europe in general) must be demonised.

The notion that ordinary people are enjoying themselves rather than serving the economic
machine is one that cannot be tolerated – as is the notion ofworking class people fighting for their
rights. In response to the CPE protests in 2006, American journalist Elaine Sciolino complained
that “the government seems to fear its people; the people seem to fear change.” (March 17 2006
New York Times). Such are the contradictions of neo-liberalism. While proclaiming the need
to reduce state intervention, it requires increased state power to impose its agenda. It needs to
make people fear their government and fear for their jobs. Once that has been achieved, then
people who accept “change” (i.e. the decisions of their bosses, economic, social and political)
without question. That the French people do not want a British or American style labour market,
full of low-wage toilers who serve at the boss’s pleasure should not come as a surprise. Nor
should the notion that elected officials in a supposed democracy are meant to reflect the feelings
of the sovereign people be considered as unusual or irrational.

Can Sarkozy force the French people down the road to (private) serfdom? He wants to be
France’s Thatcher and “reform” the economy (which is “economically correct” speak for break-
ingworking classmilitancy). As such, it would be useful to rememberThatcher’s actual economic
performance rather than the “economically correct” narrative we have inherited from the media
and economic “experts.” When Thatcher came to office she did so promising to end the mass
unemployment experienced under Labour (it had doubled during between1974 and 1979). Un-
employment then tripled in her first term rising to over 3 million in 1982 (for the first time since
the 1930s, representing 1 in 8 people), in large part due to the application of Monetarist dogma
making the recession far worse than it had to be.

Facedwith unemployment rising towell over 10%,Thatcher’s regime didwhich any right-wing
government would – it changed how unemployment was recorded. Yet even knocking hundreds
of thousands off the official unemployment records did not stop the steady rise in people looking
for work. It remained above the 1979 Labour numbers until the Conservatives left office in 1997.
Needless to say, a very deep recession, double-figure unemployment for most of the decade,
defeats for key strikes and unions plus continued high unemployment for nearly two decades
had an impact on the labour movement. It made people willing to put up with anything in order
to remain in work. Hence Thatcher’s “economic miracle” – the working class finally knew its
place in the social hierarchy.

Sarkozy does have some disadvantages compared to Thatcher. It is unlikely that France will
discover substantial deposits of oil and so he will not have the boost of North Sea oil which
mitigated some of the destruction inflicted by Thatcher onto the economy. Nor does France
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have a financial centre of the same international clout of the City of London whose influence
ensured it profited from the flawed policies it helped inflict on the country. Monetarism is utterly
discredited and so he lacks the security of economic ideology which Milton Friedman provided
the Thatcher politicians. France is also in the Euro and so lacks significant means of changing
central bank policy as Thatcher has. He cannot, like Thatcher, command the Bank of England
to attempt the impossible task of “controlling” the money supply and so France should not be
subjected to the massive increases in interest rates she inflicted on Britain.

Can Sarkozy really “do a Thatcher” and triple unemployment in under three years? Can be
provoke the deepest recession in French history since the 1930s? Is he willing to oversee the
destruction of French manufacturing sector? Will he be willing to use the powers of the state to
break the mass protests and strikes his policies will, inevitably, provoke? That depends on the
willingness of the French people to stand up for their liberties and rights and so impose, from
the streets, the reforms really needed for the French people – reforms that politicians will not or
cannot achieve.

Sarkozy claims to seek to alter the psychology of France and bring back the conservative values
of merit, work and authority. He wants to turn France back to pre-May 1968 values and change
the so-called slacker mentality it produced. Would that be the “conservative” French values of
the 1936 factory occupations? Or the militancy of the pre-World War I revolutionary syndicalist
movement? Or the rebel values associated with the Paris Commune of 1871? Or the demands
for “Bread or Lead” and “Liberty or Death!” raised in the 1848 revolution? Or the cry “Live
working or die by fighting!” raised alongside the black flag by the artisans of Lyons in 1831?
Or the respect for authority which saw the Bastille seized and the monarchy guillotined during
the Great French Revolution of 1789?

As such, the best way for the French people to resist Sarkozy is to apply traditional French
values in respect to authority: rebellion! His neo-liberal agenda can be defeated only by direct
action, by strikes and taking to the streets. The protests against the recent CPE laws showwhat is
possible. The riots and protests which erupted in many cities within hours of the election result
shows that this spirit remains! Only that creativity, militancy, solidarity and direct action can
ensure that in France the government continues to fear its people and not the other way round.
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